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ABSTRACT: Electrospun polymer nanofibers with entrapped magnetic nanoparticles (magnetic NP−NF) represent a novel scaffold substrate that can be functionalized for single-step isolation and activation of specific lymphocyte subsets. Using a surface-embedded T cell receptor ligand/trigger (anti-CD3 monoclonal antibody), we demonstrate, as proof of principle, the use of magnetic NP− NF to specifically isolate, enrich, and activate CD3 + T cells from a heterogeneous cell mixture, leading to preferential expansion of CD8 + CD3 + T cells. The large surface area, adjustable antibody density, and embedded paramagnetic properties of the NP−NF permitted enhanced activation and expansion; its use represents a strategy that is amenable to an efficient selection process for adoptive cellular therapy as well as for the isolation of other cellular subsets for downstream translational applications.
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+ T lymphocytes, CD8 + T lymphocytes, anti-CD3 monoclonal antibody, immune cell therapy E lectrospun nanofibers (NF) are highly versatile reagents exhibiting many favorable design properties such as high surface to volume ratio, durability, ease of handling, and flexibility of forms (as-spun, configured mat, column, etc.). 1−3 These features enable NF to be formulated as tissue engineering scaffolds, 4 biomedical devices, 5 drug delivery carriers, 6 and culture substrate for specialized cell types including mesenchymal stem cells, 7 embryonic stem cells, 8 keratinocytes, 9 and hepatocytes. 10 Among electrospun polymers, polystyrene/poly(styrene-co-maleic anhydride) (PS/ PSMA) presents advantages as a NF scaffold substrate due to its inherent ability to cross-link biomolecules. Maleic anhydride groups of PS/PSMA act as molecular anchors allowing covalent attachment of biomolecules to be achieved without further chemical modification. 11−13 In this study, we exploit these manifold properties to develop a novel application for NF as a single-step isolation and culture platform for T lymphocytes. Since ex vivo enrichment and expansion of tumor-reactive T cells for infusion, known as adoptive cellular therapy, is recognized as a clinically effective modality for the treatment of patients with cancer, 14−16 development of a single-step isolation and culture platform for T lymphocytes would provide significant advances in the technologies of adoptive cellular therapy. To achieve this goal, an idealized solution would be a scaffold that (1) provides a large surface to volume ratio that facilitates cell to surface contact, (2) can be surface-modified for cross-linking of an antibody to a T cell specific marker, (3) allows for rapid and facile separation of bound T cells from mixed population, (4) serves as a depot for selection and stimulation of T cells while enabling its sustained release for downstream applications.
We postulated that PS/PSMA NF would fulfill these criteria when surface modified with anti-CD3 antibody, which serves both as a lymphocyte selection marker and direct T cell activation ligand. Furthermore, entrapping superparamagnetic nanoparticles (NP) to formulate magnetic NP−NF would permit rapid and facile separation of bound CD3 + T cells. Here, we report successful formulation of PS/PSMA NP−NF, surface conjugated with anti-CD3 mAb, and its application as a singlestep isolation, activation and release platform for CD3 + T lymphocytes.
A schematic describing the preparation of PS/PSMA NF entrapping magnetic NP (magnetic NP−NF) is presented in Figure 1 . Magnetic NP synthesized by the thermal decomposition method employing iron oleate-complex 17, 18 are uniform in size with an average diameter of 7 nm, as shown in the transmission electron microscope (TEM) image ( Figure  1 ). The homogeneous mixture of PS, PSMA, and magnetic NP at a 2:1:0.023 weight ratio in tetrahydrofuran/hexane was electrospun under a bias of 8−10 kV using a high-voltage supply. A TEM image of microtomed magnetic NP−NF reveals magnetic NP completely embedded and evenly distributed within the polymer nanofibers.
19 Magnetic NP−NFs were then dispersed in 70% ethanol for the purpose of sterilization using methods recently established. 20 EtOH-dispersed NP−NFs could be captured using a conventional magnet within 15 s, enabling easy and rapid recovery from solution (Supporting Information Figure S1A ). These magnetic NP−NFs exhibit superparamagnetic properties at room temperature (Supporting Information Figure S1B ).
Subsequently, alcohol-dispersed magnetic NP−NF were admixed with anti-CD3 mAb (clone 145−2C11, ebioscience, CA), a T cell receptor (TCR) ligand and trigger for CD4 + CD3 + and CD8 + CD3 + T cells. Clone 145−2C11 was chosen to functionalize NP−NF since its relatively low binding affinity allows CD3
+ T cells to be captured and gradually released over time. Anti-CD3 mAb was covalently attached to NP−NF scaffolds (CD3 NP−NF) and subsequently incubated with heterogeneous cell mixtures harvested from various lymph nodes (LN) in mouse ( Figure 2A ). Both CD4 + and CD8 + T cells bound CD3 NP−NF in approximate proportion to their input frequency (Figure 2A , Supporting Information Figure  S3 ). Fluorescence microscope images demonstrated successful binding of both CD4
+ and CD8 + T cells on the CD3 NP−NF scaffolds ( Figure 2B ). SEM images of magnetic CD3 NP−NF demonstrated binding of T cells on the surface of NF and others deep inside the NF scaffolds ( Figure 2C ). Neither CD4 + nor CD8 + T cells were bound to NP−NF that were not surface conjugated with anti-CD3 mAb (Supporting Information Figure S3 ).
When T cell-bound NP−NF scaffold mixtures were put into culture in the presence of stimulating soluble anti-CD3 (clone 145−2C11) and anti-CD28 (clone 37.51) mAbs, bound T cells were gradually released from the NP−NF scaffolds over time (Supporting Information Figure S5 ). Released cells demonstrated activated "blastlike" appearance to a much higher degree than those positively selected using anti-CD3 mAb-attached magnetic beads (NP) and exposed to soluble anti-CD3 and anti-CD28 (Supporting Information Figure S5 ). Cells bound onto CD3 NP−NF displayed highly blastoid morphology from day 3 and yielded approximately 8 fold greater cell numbers on day 7 following NP−NF exposure compared with those isolated by CD3 NPs or untreated cells ( Figure 3A) . Moreover, cells released from CD3 NP−NF expressed higher levels of surface activation markers, CD69, B220, and CD25, than those isolated by CD3 NPs ( Figure 3B ).
We postulate that this difference in T cell activation between CD3 NP and CD3 NP−NF is attributable to physical characteristics of these structures affecting the presentation of cross-linked anti-CD3 antibodies to the T cells. Because of the small subcellular size of NP (50 nm diameter), anti-CD3 bound to NP (CD3 NP) can only engage a few TCRs at a time. Since many CD3 beads engage TCRs evenly displayed throughout the surface of the T cell, the overall net effect is a weak and diffuse signal of activation. By contrast, when anti-CD3 is bound to larger surfaces such as NP−NF, then many T cell receptors come into contact with the larger area on the anti-CD3 mAb-coated NP−NF scaffold, as shown in Figure 2C . In this case, the CD3 NP−NF scaffold provides a focused, highly polarized and relatively intense signal due to the local concentration of anti-CD3 mAbs, which is critical for TCR cross-linking and downstream intracellular signal amplication leading to T cell activation. 21 When the proportion of activated CD4 + T versus CD8 + T cells released from CD3 NP−NF was examined, over 77 ± 5% of cells collected from CD3 NP−NF were CD8 + T cells with CD4 + T cells comprising only 16 ± 1% ( Figure 4A ). Given that the initial pretreatment percentage of CD4 + T cells among CD3 + T cells (56 ± 1%) was higher than that of CD8 + T cells (40 ± 1%) in the input population (Figure 2A ), these data would suggest that CD3 NP−NF exposure led to the selective expansion of CD8 + T cells. These results sharply contrast the population of CD3 + T cells cultivated in the absence of NP− NF scaffolds, wherein the percentage of CD8 + T cells at the end of a 6-days culture was only 14 ± 2% and CD4 + T cells, 74 ± 6% ( Figure 4A Wool columns. 22 After passage, initial populations of CD4 + and CD8 + T lymphocytes were 60 ± 0.2% and 37 ± 1%, respectively, as shown in Figure 5A . T cells cultured with the lowest concentration (0.1 μg/mL) of anti-CD3 mAb resulted in the highest percentage of CD8 + T cells (75 ± 3%), a value similar to that obtained when using CD3 NP−NF ( Figure 5B ). As the concentration of anti-CD3 mAb increased, the percentage of CD8 + T cells decreased; 70 ± 2% and 52 ± 3% at 0.5 and 1 μg/mL, respectively. Taken together, these data suggest that low to intermediate TCR cross-linking with anti-CD3 mAb appeared to drive activation and expansion of CD8 At present, magnetic cell separation is one of the most popular tools for isolating cells of interest. 23, 24 Magnetic cell separation utilizes magnetic nanoparticle beads of ∼50 nm that are conjugated with monoclonal antibodies generated against cell-or tissue-specific surface receptors to enrich (positively select) or deplete (negatively select) target cells in a heterogeneous cell mixture. Positive selection often yields higher purity of the intended cell population but may cause unexpected cellular effects due to binding of magnetic nanoparticles on cell surface. While cells isolated by negative selection are "untouched" by magnetic nanoparticles, they are often contaminated by the incomplete removal of nontarget cells. Both positive and negative selection also require multiple binding and washing steps to obtain a final enriched cell product and further manipulation in culture wells for in vitro activation.
Our magnetic NP−NF scaffolds offer a significant advance over current approaches in the following aspects: First, one-step isolation of T lymphocytes can be achieved by simple mixing of heterogeneous cell mixtures with anti-CD3 mAb-conjugated NP−NF scaffolds and the whole complex can be transferred for downstream applications in adoptive T cell therapy. Second, the NF scaffolds could function as a reservoir for isolated CD3 + T cells and gradually release them over time. Third, the released and activated CD3 + T cells were mostly CD8 + CD3 + T cells, which are equipped to lyse tumor and virally infected target cells. Fourth, there is minimal or no potential interference in cellular viability or function due to bound beads since magnetic NPs are embedded within NF and do not contact the T cell surface. The hydrophobic capping on the surface of magnetic NP prevents them from leaching out of hydrophobic NF into hydrophilic solution. Finally, NP−NF may be recycled after magnetic retrieval for repeated use.
One important finding from this study was the preferential activation and expansion of CD8 + T cells over CD4 + T cells by CD3 NP−NF scaffolds. The preferential activation of CD8 + T cells using low (0.1 μg/mL), but not intermediate (0.5 μg/mL) or high (1 μg/mL), concentrations of plate-bound anti-CD3 mAb suggests that weak TCR-anti-CD3 mAb interaction under these conditions favor the outgrowth of CD8 + T cells. By contrast, cells isolated by either positive or negative selection using anti-CD3 nanoparticle beads preferentially expand CD4 + T cells, over that of CD8 + T cells, presumably due to strong TCR ligation by anti-CD3 mAb-coated magnetic beads. To our knowledge, this is a novel hypothesis that lower levels of anti-CD3 cross-linking and weaker TCR ligation lead to preferential CD8 + T cell activation. However, these results were not unexpected given the recent reports demonstrating the strong TCR signal requirement for CD4 + T cell differentiation as compared to that for CD8 + T cells in the thymus. Both CD4 + and CD8 + T cells differentiate from CD4 + CD8 + double positive thymocytes during a process called "positive selection". A commonly held perspective is that the strength of TCR signals directs lineage differentiation with stronger and more persistent TCR signals promoting CD4 lineage differentiation while transient signals promoting CD8 lineage differentiation. 25, 26 Our observation that CD8 + T cells are preferentially activated by CD3 NP−NF that corresponds to the low-level TCR crosslinking found on anti-CD3 mAb-coated tissue culture plate is consistent with these studies in T cell development and provides a rational approach to the use of CD3 NP−NF for adoptive cellular therapy strategies. The NP−NF scaffold, by incorporating paramagnetic cell capture, enrichment, and activation features in one product, addresses a logistical challenge in immune-based cell therapies. Adoptive cellular therapy, one form of immune-based therapy, involving the isolation and expansion of tumor-reactive T cells, requires extensive in vitro manipulation of lymphocyte subsets to generate a cell product for the treatment of patients with cancer. 16 Current T cell expansion and enrichment approaches require either soluble anti-CD3 in combination with irradiated feeder cells 14 (which serve to cross-link the TCR trigger) or antibody coated beads. 27 In the former, the regulatory constraints associated with the use of allogeneic human cells to expand patient T cells and the infrastructure required to collect and process these cells as well as the availability of a radiation source can be prohibitive for most clinical research centers. In the latter, the use of antibody coated beads involves multiple steps, including pre-expansion removal of phagocytic cells in addition to regulatory concerns related to remnant microbeads in the infused product. The use of embedded magnetic nanoparticles also provides a rapid and convenient in vitro means of separating the NP−NF from unbound cells. The use of an external magnet to separate the NP−NF from the unbound cells while in the mixture vessel requires minimal operator manipulation and is amenable to an automated, large scale and high-throughput process that can be conducted under a closed system enabling its use for clinical applications.
Additionally, we anticipate that the NP−NF platform can be further formulated with biodegradable and biocompatible materials to be applied in vivo. When functionalized with T cell-specific antibodies and bioactive reagents, NP−NF can be loaded with tumor-reactive T cells ex vivo and then implanted in patients near tumor sites or postsurgical sites as adjuvant therapy where the activated T cells can be released in a "depot" manner. The embedded magnetic NP in the NP−NF can then serve a second function by enabling serial imaging with MRI so that clinicians can determine in a noninvasive manner when the NP−NF scaffold has been resorbed/biodegraded and guide decisions related to repeated or alternative therapy.
Several large-scale studies using adoptively transferred tumorinfiltrating lymphocytes (TIL) for patients with metastatic melanoma have demonstrated that clinical efficacy is directly correlated with TIL products in which the predominant population are CD8 + T cells. 15 Anti-CD3 coated NP−NF scaffolds are unique among existing expansion strategies in that it preferentially activates and expands the CD8 + T cell population even when these cells exist in the minority. Therefore, NP−NF scaffolds offer a cost-effective one-step process to acquire highly activated CD8 + T cells in vitro. It is expected that NP−NF scaffolds can also be applied to achieve efficient enrichment, depletion, or activation of a wide variety of cells including various lymphocyte subsets, antigen-presenting cells, tumor cells, or pluripotent stem cells, by identifying a relevant antibody for selection. Furthermore, generation of biodegradable NP−NF allows for direct and sustained delivery to tumor sites not only of T cells bound to NF scaffolds but also other bioactive modalities including DNA vaccines and recombinant plasmids encoding lymphokine genes, i.e., IL-2, IL-12, IL-15, IL-18, and IFN-γ, as a source of T cell growth factors. Thus, the NP−NF scaffold described here offers a readily translatable, cost-effective strategy to efficiently activate and expand specific lymphocyte cell subsets and provides a potential platform for sustained in vivo cell delivery. 
